
FEEL GOOD IN YOUR 
OWN SKIN.
Seecret® vitalises your skin’s own collagen and elastin and 

enhances your general well-being with its unique vitamin D light. 

The result: You skin appears younger and smoother. So experience 

this incredible feeling and feel comfortable in your own skin.

Get the optimal Seecret® effect:

■  10 to 12 weeks in a row  

■  2 to 3 sessions a week  

■  12 minutes each 

■  intervals of 2 to 3 days 

■  keep it up with one session every two weeks
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Untreated skin

Skin treated with Seecret®

The reduction in the level of cell production by 
the body results in a decrease in collagen and 
elastin proteins. The deposits that support the skin 
are thus no longer being produced in suffi cient 
amounts and the skin becomes loose and wrinkled.

Normal skin aging

Seecret® activates the body’s own collagen 
production by means of light. Collagen and 
elastin in turn tone the skin and restore its
elasticity. And all this is the result of the 
naturally vitalising effect of red collagen light.

The Seecret® effect
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COLLAGEN ANTI-AGING
www.seecret.com

Prof. Stan Pavel*
Associate Professor for Dermatology, Head of the Phototherapeutic Department 
and leading researcher of the Dermatology Department of the Leiden University 
Medical Centre in the Netherlands 
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The connective tissue of our skin is partly made up of the protein 

fi bres collagen and elastin. One supports our skin, while the other 

gives it its elasticity. Special cells (called fi broblasts) constantly 

produce these proteins and thus keep our skin fi rm, elastic and 

fresh looking. We are able to regulate this constant reproduction 

process ourselves up until our mid-twenties. Cell activity decreases 

as we get older and the skin thus looses its elasticity.


